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About This Game

Hello, my name is SUSAN. and I am the host of CHEAP GOLF.  Here are some things you should know about this game:

- It is a surreal 5d3b920ae0
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It's cheap, it's golf, it's SUSAN. Enough said.. I had this dream where in 30 years, in like 2020, video games were not that
different from today. But simultaneously they were also a parody of everything that had happened in between. I remember a
presence, a name. Susan. She made me feel calm faced with the uneasiness brought on by video games. Or was it the other way
around? No matter. There was balance.. This was such a great two-hour experience.. A retrotrash version of Portal that actually
feels like it was written by an AI forced to read Facebook posts; with a killer sountrack that could make Merzbow's ears bleed..
The game has a lot of clever design that makes each level feel original, great game and it isn't even finished yet.. I came for the
Cheap Golf, I stayed for the technological singularity. Really fun game, the mechanics of flinging the boop are solid, and the
levels are challenging. The aesthetic is great too, atari-esque retro feel complete with old CRT scanlines. Also, SUSAN.. If you
enjoyed Pony Island you might enjoy this game, but probably not as much.. The game is very frustrating, but fun. The
commentary is cute, too. Somone posted about how realistic the gam play was. Let me assure you, it is NOT! This is NOT a golf
game. It is a pixelated-retro-frustrating-instulting gem. Play it, but be preapred to yell at it, too.

Cheap Golf Has Fully Launched! : Hello Golfers, Today marks the day we unleash SUSAN upon the world. Today is the day
CHEAP GOLF leaves Early Access! The game should auto-update to version 1.0.97 (1.0.95 on Linux), and contain all 3
episodes. More are planned for 2019. Thanks for the patience and support.. -Pixeljam's Surreal Minigolf Comedy CHEAP
GOLF Has Launched- : Hello all, We're excited to announce the launch of our latest original game, CHEAP GOLF: It's a surreal
and (sometimes) 4th-wall-breaking minigolf comedy starring a mysterious AI bot named SUSAN. It just left Early Access, and
is currently 20% off this week.. -SPEEDRUN MODE ADDED- : Another week, another update. version 1.11 now has
SPEEDRUN MODE, which means: No cutscenes A single timer for the entire episode A new speedrun leaderboard for each
episode Your time will only submit to Steam if you make it to the very end of the episode, of course. If you'd like to help us
spread the word: We hope you enjoy the new feature! More stuff in the works, including Episode 4 and weekly challenges ..
Camera Hotfix - Version 1.0.4 Live : We just uploaded a new version (1.0.4) that addresses zooming/camera issues in 1.0.3
when dragging the flinger outside of the play area. It should work much smoother now.. Cheap Golf Is Accessible Early! : In
case the headline didn't make any sense, the game is available! You can play it! Get flinging! We have a lot of updates planned
for the next few weeks, including: - Level balancing - Editor improvements - Shader refinement & optimization Also if you
want to help boost our launch signal, please RT: More to come soon.. Update! Version 0.9992 is live. : We just made an update
to the game, and here is what's changed: - LEADERBOARDS! Your score will submit after you beat any level, even ones you
have already completed : - Objects that can BREAK will flash from time to time - Spacing between SUSAN.'s messages
adjusted a bit - Main shader has been improved Coming soon: - Editor improvements - Some new levels Keep on golfin' .
SUSAN. is watchin' .. FREE GAME OFFER / 80% Off The Entire Pixeljam Collection / 10% Off Nova Drift This Week :
Hello all, This week we are running a big discount on our entire collection of older games: Get the bundle for 85% off! Our
newest published title NOVA DRIFT is also discounted 10% this week: Also, the Nova Drift OST Composer Miles Tilmann
(me, actually) is selling his entire 20 year discography for 80% off: Finally, if you'd like a free game , fill out this survey and
share one of our announcements as well (links are in the survey): Take care, -Miles Pixeljam. Full Release of Cheap Golf is
Imminent! (November 5th) : Hello Golfers, The full release of Cheap Golf is. NOVEMBER 5TH ! Hopefully SUSAN. will
behave. This will add many quality-of-life updates to the game, as well as Episode 3: Every Day We Grow .. -Episode 2:
Cryptofutures Is Out Now- : Hello All, We just released Episode 2! It should be in your current version of the game (1.0.3). We
also made the following updates: - Camera zooms out a little smoother - Episode 1 levels got a few changes (mostly difficulty
tweaks) - Slight improvements to the editor, but it still has a ways to go - Slo-mo threshold was reduced, so you should see it
more (slo-mo is enabled when you fling a ball while it's still moving) We also added 2 new leaderboards (for Ep. 1 + 2) and one
new achievement. We also promise it will not take a whole extra year for Episode 3 (and full release) to arrive. We are well
underway on that - current estimation is about 2-3 months. Enjoy! -Miles Pixeljam PS - The Linux version of Episode 2 is a bit
behind and should be available within the week.
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